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We've gone beyond expectations to deliver a complete gamechanger. This is the Wrangler
Rubicon , powered by the 6. Coming Spring Prepare for the quickest, most powerful Wrangler
ever. The Wrangler combines 80 years of revolutionary off-road expertise and innovation with a
history of 4x4 capability. See your dealer to learn more. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools.
Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Previous view. No security deposit
required. Next view. Learn More. Preproduction model shown. Always drive within your ability
and experience level and consistent with conditions. Do not attempt water fording unless depth
is known to be less than 30 inches. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be
covered by the new vehicle warranty. Always off road responsibly in approved areas. Find Your
Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to
the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown.
Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see
your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to Poro
Laboratories and the Poro Science team are experiencing an unusually large number of
requests. Expect some delay for your achievements' update and computation. Victorious Aatrox
Achieved on November 19th, in every queue. Victorious Orianna Achieved on November 12th, in
every queue. Victorious Graves Achieved on November 7th, in every queue. Victorious Maokai
Achieved on November 8th, in every queue. Play with Riot Achieved on August 8th, in every
queue. Jokes on You! Achieved on April 1st, with Jax in a One for All games. Plentaskill
Achieved on June 7th, in every queue. It's like a penta kill right? Achieved on November 25th,
with Volibear in a 3v3 Ranked Flex game. Break The Walls Achieved on November 10th, in every
queue. Oh did I need those? Addicted Achieved on October 22nd, in every queue. Defy the
Maths Achieved on October 21st, in every queue. Dovahkiin Achieved on September 1st, in
every queue. Cereal Killer Achieved on August 19th, in every queue. Cannon Fodder Achieved
on August 7th, in every queue. Mundo in a 3v3 Blind Pick game. Ambidexterity Achieved on
December 27th, in every queue. Virtual Life Achieved on November 6th, in every queue. Ten for
Ten Achieved on November 6th, in every queue. Serial Killer Achieved on October 28th, in every
queue. Basic Assistance Achieved on October 22nd, in every queue. Spartiate Achieved on
October 7th, in every queue. I see you watching me Destruction Derby Win a 5 vs 5 game while
being responsible of all 11 towers' destruction. Invisibility Cloak Main Support 5. Battle For
Freljord Play a game with all Freljord leaders in your team. Main Jungler 7. Aramist 9. Try Harder
Full House Main Mid Main ADC 5. Baron Slayer Kill 4 Baron Nashor or more in a single game.
You asked for more power. You asked for more torque. You asked for a Wrangler with a 6. It
provides legendary off-road capability with impressive power and torque. The moment you push
the engine start button and feel that 6. Now, you can take to the off-road with serious
confidence thanks to the power of exceptional 4x4 capability. Experience the rush of the
Wrangler Rubicon Its horsepower engine powers through a quarter-mile in Plus, the heavy-duty
braking system helps you maintain control or helps bring you to a safe and secure stop. The
Wrangler Rubicon features an Electronic Sway Bar Disconnect which allows for massive
articulation of the front tires and a Ramp Travel Index of , giving the Rubicon superb off-road
capability and suspension travel. Always drive within your ability and experience level and
consistent with conditions. Engineered to harness its impressive power, the Wrangler Rubicon
offers dynamic maneuverability while traveling at higher speeds. Plus, branded FOX
aluminum-bodied 2-inch diameter shocks enhance performance, using race-proven dampening
control to provide a comfortable on-road ride and steady handling even in the toughest off-road
conditions. The most powerful Wrangler ever deserves an equally powerful look. Plus, take full
advantage of beadlock capability by attaching the available functional beadlock ring. Together,
they offer outstanding strength, holding your tires to the rims under extreme lateral loads. The
functional hood with Hydro-Guide Induction System enhances engine performance. Cooler air
helps lower engine temperature and the system helps separate water from the intake while
traveling in wet conditions. For the first time, Wrangler features a dual exhaust. With the simple
push of a button, you can engage the Dual-Mode Exhaust System to toggle between quiet and
performance exhaust modes. Quiet mode lets you moderate exhaust sound, while performance
mode opens the electronically controlled valves, enhancing the exhaust sound from the 6. Plus,
this system will automatically set your Wranger Rubicon into performance mode while carrying
heavy loads or running at high RPM, helping minimize back pressure and maximizing
horsepower. Back for the first time since , off-roading enthusiasts will love the adventurous
look of half doors on the Wrangler Rubicon Stay supported through every twist and turn with
premium seat bolsters that hug your body on even the most windy trail. For the first time ever
on Wrangler, the Wrangler Rubicon gives you full control of the gears while you keep both
hands on the wheel using steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters. Get ready to experience
on-road steering while traversing off-road trails. The 7-inch Driver Information Digital Cluster

Display gives you all the info you need, exactly when you need it. Customize the display to help
you keep track of key stats like speed, Navigation, speed control and security features. Skip to
main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Rubicon
Find Your Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price
refers to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be
shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing
details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to
This jaw-dropping creation was developed by So Flo , a South Florida garage that specialises in
customising Jeeps. Riding on gargantuan inch Patagonia tyres, the 6x6 Jeep Gladiator has been
built for off-roading. It has a full-time six-wheel drive system with 5. The big all-American beast
has significantly more ground clearance than its donor vehicle thanks to a 5. As 'standard',
power is provided by a fettled 3. It can tow up to 5. Want more gristle? Oh, we almost forgot to
mention the fact the entire vehicle, including the tray, is doused in 75 litres 20 gallons of a
scratch-resistant three-part epoxy and Kevlar-fibre concoction that creates a hard coating. Who
needs a Ford Bronco when you can have one of these? These Ads will be marked 'Sponsored'.
Learn More Disclaimer In most cases, Editorial prices shown are a "price guide" only, based on
information provided to us by the manufacturer. Pricing guide current at the time of writing
editorial. If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the
price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government charges.
Opinions expressed with Get an Instant Offer No time to sell your car? Welcome to Australia's
No. Recent Notifications. These are all adjusted via a custom control panel in the dashboard.
That makes it the quickest and most powerful Wrangler the company has ever produced. More
Videos See Jeep's most powerful Wrangler ever. The McLaren Artura is an electric hybrid with
the speed of a supercar. See Porsche's GT3 on the racetrack. See Ford's new Raptor F in action.
Review: The Ghost is more modest and simple, but it's still a Rolls-Royce. This Mini Cooper is
built to race. No, really. Watch this production car break world speed record. This is
Volkswagen's first electric SUV. Ride along in the latest Ferrari convertible. Nissan gives a
glimpse of its first Z car in more than a decade. This new electric car has over 1, horsepower.
See Maserati's first supercar in over a decade. Jeep is reviving a classic. See the new Grand
Wagoneer. This will be the first time in almost 40 years that the Wrangler or its predecessor, the
Jeep CJ, has been offered with a V8 engine. The last V8-powered Jeep CJ, with horsepower,
was offered for the model year. The Jeep Wrangler Rubicon is an inch higher than a standard
Jeep Wrangler Rubicon and two inches higher than the base model. Some Wrangler owners
have modified their Jeeps by fitting V8 engines into them. Many more have asked when Fiat
Chysler would offer a V8 engine option, he said. Read More. The Wrangler's basic design had to
be modified somewhat to fit the bigger engine. The Wrangler Rubicon rides two inches higher
off the ground than a base model Wrangler. Besides allowing more room for the engine, the
higher ride height also allows for better off-road performance since the Wrangler can better
clear obstacles and drive up steeper slopes. It can also wade through 2. The Rubicon has a
bulging air scoop in the hood. The air scoop was engineered with a secondary path for air to get
into the engine so that, even if the scoop's opening becomes clogged with mud or snow, the
engine can still provide provide full power. Besides horsepower, the V8 engine can also
produce pound feet of torque, a measure of raw pulling power irrespective of speed. It's all
controlled through an eight-speed automatic transmission that can be shifted using paddles
behind the steering wheel. Jeep gives us a glimpse of its new Grand Wagoneer. Because it's
still a Jeep Wrangler, Fiat Chrysler engineers were able to openly test drive prototypes of the
Rubicon on pu
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blic trails alongside other off-road enthusiasts without attracting attention or questions. They
also tested its acceleration on drag strips. They did not, however, test it on race tracks because,
they said, taking curves at high speeds is just never a priority for any Wrangler, including this
one. To save gas, the V8 engine has a cylinder deactivation system that shuts down four of the
cylinders when not much power is needed. Fiat Chrysler has not released fuel economy
estimates for the Rubicon , though. Pricing for the new Jeep will be announced closer to when it
goes on sale in early The Rubicon will give Jeep something its rival Ford does will not offer, at
least for the time being, in its new Bronco. The Ford Bronco will go on sale next spring and it
will be a direct competitor to the Wrangler. It will be offered with a choice of either a horsepower
four-cyinder or horsepower six-cylinder engine. Correction: An earlier version of this story
incorrectly spelled Scott Tallon's name.

